
Chapter 1

FUNDAMENTALS

“Our doctrine does not consist of procedures to be applied in
specific situations so much as it establishes general guidance
that requires judgment in application. Therefore, while
authoritative, doctrine is not prescriptive.”

—Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication 1, Warfighting

Offensive air support (OAS) is one of the six functions of Marine
aviation and is implemented to counter the enemy’s ability to
maneuver, mass or strike. OAS is further subdivided into deep air
support (DAS) and close air support (CAS).

The Marine air-ground task force (MAGTF) commander uses
aviation’s flexibility, responsiveness, and operational reach in
fighting a single battle concept. While the battlespace may be
conceptually divided as deep, close, and rear, the MAGTF
commander’s intent ensures a unity of effort by fighting a single
battle. This manual focuses on DAS and how the MAGTF
commander can utilize DAS to shape the battlespace. The MAGTF
commander can designate the aviation combat element (ACE) as
the main effort, with priority of effort towards DAS, to focus the
efforts of the force to accomplish the mission. DAS can be used in
support of specific surface forces to divert, disrupt, delay or destroy
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threat forces without detailed integration with the fire and
movement of the friendly surface forces.

DAS aircraft engage high-payoff targets (HPTs) that were
identified in the MAGTF’s targeting cycle. The MAGTF’s single-
battle concept exploits DAS to achieve the desired effects of
shaping actions that set conditions for decisive action in the
battlespace. Typically, the apportionment percentage of DAS
sorties will be greater during pre-assault operations, and less
during the assault phase, due to an increase in CAS
apportionment percentage during the assault phase. (See chapter
3 for more discussion on apportionment decisions.)

DAS is air action against enemy targets at such a distance from
friendly forces that detailed integration of each mission with fire
and movement of friendly forces is not required. DAS can be
conducted on either side of the fire support coordination line
(FSCL). The determination of proximity to friendly forces
determines the amount of integration required. 

CAS is air action by fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft against
hostile targets in close proximity to friendly forces, which
requires detailed integration with the fire and movement of those
forces for each air mission prior to ordnance delivery. The major
difference between DAS and CAS is the amount of coordination
required by aircrew with friendly surface forces prior to the
delivery of ordnance. The tactics, techniques, and procedures for
CAS are covered in Marine Corps Warfighting Publication
(MCWP) 3-23.1, Close Air Support.

Detailed integration, for the scope of this manual, is based on
proximity, fires or movement as the determining factor. An exam-
ple of detailed integration is when the controlling fire support
coordination center (FSCC) requires aircrew to obtain positive
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control from a forward air controller (FAC) prior to employing
airborne ordnance due to the close proximity of friendly forces.
This is a typical example of how CAS will be executed. The criti-
cal link between the aircraft and supported FSCC is the FAC on
the ground. An airborne FAC (FAC (A)) is able to perform the
same mission as a ground FAC and will be considered inter-
changeably in discussions concerning detailed integration. (See
MCWP 3-23.1 for more discussion on positive control.)

DAS differs from CAS in that approval to deliver airborne muni-
tions from the supported FSCC is not required or is obtained
before takeoff or entering the controlling FSCC’s area of responsi-
bility. It is the responsibility of the MAGTF commander and ACE
commander to ensure DAS utilized inside the FSCL is coordinated
properly between aircrew and friendly forces to prevent fratricide.
However, DAS missions will not usually be flown within close
proximity of friendly forces. It should not be assumed that DAS
only needs to be deconflicted with surface forces inside the FSCL.
There maybe cases where friendly special operation forces or
other friendly surface forces are operating outside the FSCL. Once
again, it is the responsibility of the joint force commander (JFC)
and MAGTF/ACE commander to ensure DAS missions are decon-
flicted with surface forces outside the FSCL. DAS missions
include air interdiction (AI), armed reconnaissance (AR), and
strike coordination and reconnaissance (SCAR).

MISSION CLASSIFICATION

Air Interdiction 

Successful AI missions require accurately located targets.
Accurate location of enemy targets can be gathered through a
variety of sources: visual and photo reconnaissance, radar
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imaging, human intelligence (HUMINT), signals intelligence
(SIGINT), and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) operations. 

Depending on the location of potential AI targets and enemy air
defenses of the potential targets, multiple aircraft packages may
be required to complete a single AI mission. Aerial refueling
assets or forward arming and refueling points (FARPs) may be
required if targets are located far from main operating bases.
Enemy surface-to-air defenses determine the requirements for
suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) and fighter escort
support that may be required to effectively conduct AI.

AI plays an important role in the MAGTF’s ability to neutralize or
destroy the enemy’s war fighting capability. See Joint Publication
(JP) 3-03, Doctrine for Joint Interdiction Operations, for more
information on how DAS is used for the joint interdiction effort.

Armed Reconnaissance 

Similar to AI, the ACE will use the MAGTF’s target priority list
to determine HPTs for search and destruction. Because target
locations are unknown, AR usually requires aircrew to be
exposed over enemy territory for longer periods of time searching
for potential targets. AR missions may also serve as a collection
plan to answer commander’s critical information requirements
(CCIR). The MAGTF commander may use AR in a variety of
ways, such as:

l Identify previously unlocated enemy forces and engage them
before they can threaten MAGTF forces. 

l Deny the enemy undetected movement and use of key areas. 

l Provide timely warning of enemy location and intentions.
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l Prevent or degrade enemy mobility and hostility through show
of force. 

l Collect and report on CCIR.

l Recon large areas of terrain not easily monitored by friendly
surface forces.

l Attack time sensitive targets (i.e., mobile threat systems). 

l Serve as a collection plan to monitor MAGTF target areas and
named areas of interest.

l Support of security operations, either in support of another
unit or as the primary unit conducting the cover, guard or
screen operations.

AR planning considerations focus on the length and duration that
AR is required by the MAGTF. If the ACE is tasked with
providing a section (two) of aircraft to conduct AR 24 hours a
day, typically one entire squadron worth of assets will be
dedicated to performing AR. The support requirements, tactics,
and type of aircraft necessary to perform AR are the same as
those required for AI.

Weather and battlespace obscurations can adversely affect the
successful conduct of AR missions. Clouds, fog, rain, and haze
can hinder normal vision and onboard aircraft sensors (e.g.,
infrared (IR) detection systems, television systems, lasers, and
optical systems). Ground fire and camouflage can also hinder
aircraft acquisition systems.

When planning and integrating AR into the MAGTF’s overall fire
plan, it is important to assign AR aircraft to common reference
system. The grid box reference system is extremely useful when
more that one component may be attacking targets both inside
and beyond the FSCL. Each component commander, as well as
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the JFC, can use a joint “grid box” system to facilitate deconflic-
tion and execution of attacks against surface time sensitive targets
throughout the operational area. These “grid boxes” may also be
referred to as airspace coordination areas (ACAs). AR missions
do not prevent other supporting fires into the ACA where AR
operations are being conducted. However, the FSCC responsible
for the ACA should set-up the necessary coordination measures
to deconflict surface fires with AR aircraft. AR aircraft should
also check in with the controlling surface unit responsible for the
ACA prior to entering. (See Marine Corps Reference Publication
(MCRP) 3-16B, The Joint Targeting Process and Procedures for
Targeting Time-Critical Targets, and chapter 3 for more informa-
tion on grid boxes and ACAs.)

Strike Coordination and Reconnaissance 

Specifically, SCAR platforms may discover an enemy target and
provide a target mark (laser, rocket, talk-on, etc.) for AR missions
or accurately locate targets for AI missions. SCAR can also be as
simple as the coordination between one aircraft exiting a grid box
and passing enemy target locations inside that grid box to another
AR aircraft. SCAR aircraft provide the ACE commander with an
extended view of the battlespace.

SCAR platforms may be tasked specifically and the aircraft
configured with the capability to designate targets for destruction
by other DAS aircraft. SCAR aircraft should not be confused
with FAC (A) aircraft. FAC (A) aircraft are a direct extension of a
surface FAC. SCAR aircraft, like other DAS platforms, do not
require detailed integration with surface forces for the delivery of
munitions. Because detailed integration is not required with
surface forces and SCAR platforms do not normally operate close
to friendly surface forces, there are no special qualifications
required for an aircraft to be tasked as a SCAR platform.
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SCAR platforms can be used to enhance the effectiveness of DAS
missions by narrowing search areas for other AR aircraft and
potentially locating targets for AI missions. During Operation
Desert Storm, Marine Corps F/A-18Ds were used to narrow down
search areas for other aircraft. The F/A-18Ds were used to
continuously monitor specific “kill boxes” (grid box reference
system used during Operation Desert Storm) in front of Marine
positions and proved to be very efficient in directing other aircraft
to targets. Airborne CAS aircraft that were not being utilized and
having insufficient fuel to conduct an extensive search of their
own were able to receive targeting information from the F/A-
18Ds. Often, the F/A-18Ds provided timely targeting information
and a target mark for these aircraft to employ their ordnance.

Some important considerations are listed below in regards to
what a SCAR platform is and what it may provide the MAGTF
and ACE commanders.

l Does not require a FAC (A) qualification to execute terminal
control of DAS missions.

l Provides target, location, description, threat, and area weather.

l Provides a target mark but not clearance to drop ordnance.

l Confirms or locates surface to air threats.

l Assists with bomb or battle damage assessment (BDA).

l Assists the Marine Corps Air Command and Control System
(MACCS) in directing the flow of aircraft conducting DAS
missions.

l Generally different from a reconnaissance mission in that
SCAR locates and coordinates target destruction and will
typically be armed with munitions and systems that better
enhance target designations.
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l Can be performed by any fixed-wing or rotary-wing attack
aircraft. 

THREAT LEVELS

Threat levels determine DAS feasibility. The three threat levels
that are general in nature are low, medium, and high. Threat
levels extend from no air threat capability on the low end to a
sophisticated and well-integrated air defense system on the high
end. Determination of the threat level is based on: 

l Friendly aircraft capabilities and limitations. 

l Weather expected.

l Type, quantity, and quality of individual threat weapons and
weapons systems.

l Command, control, and communications (C3) systems used to
integrate enemy weapon systems. 

l Quality of the enemy’s forces. 

l Level of operator training and experience on threat system.

Threat level determination is based heavily on enemy capabilities
but friendly capabilities are also weighed in meeting the threat
and environmental conditions. Air defense systems that present a
low or medium threat level for a type of aircraft may present a
high level for another type of aircraft. A medium threat level
during daylight hours may be low threat level at night. Current
intelligence is used to determine the threat level. Threat level
determination aids aircrews when preparing tactics for a
particular situation and environment. (See MCWP 3-23,
Offensive Air Support, for more information on threat levels.)
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CONDITIONS FOR EFFECTIVE
DEEP AIR SUPPORT

For DAS to be executed effectively, some basic conditions that
optimize DAS employment must be considered. DAS is possible
without meeting all of these conditions, however its effectiveness
may be impaired. The following paragraphs are some
considerations essential for conducting effective DAS.

Timely and Accurate Intelligence

To effectively employ DAS assets, accurate and timely intelli-
gence is critical. When executing DAS missions, target location
(either general or specific) can minimize an aircrew’s exposure to
potential threats. Information on adversary air-to-air and surface-
to-air capabilities is essential in planning appropriate support
assets to protect DAS forces and employ appropriate tactics.

Accurate Coordinates for Global
Positioning System

Joint direct attack munition (JDAM) and joint standoff weapon
(JSOW) require accurate target coordinates and elevation for
effective employment. The maximum target location error (TLE)
for these weapons is 7.2 meters for JDAM and 7.5 meters for
JSOW. Additionally, aircraft navigation systems and target
acquisition sensors require accurate coordinates and elevation.

Local Air Superiority

Local air superiority is necessary to provide security for aircrew
engaged in DAS. Air superiority may range from local or
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temporary control to control over the entire theater. Multiple
aircraft have the capability to conduct self-escort into the target
area by carrying both air-to-air and air-to-surface weapons.
However, due to range limitations and aircraft loading and tactics,
this may degrade the effectiveness of DAS aircraft in completing
their mission. Theater-wide air superiority or supremacy is not
required to conduct DAS operations. However, DAS aircrew
must be free from prohibitive enemy air threats in the local
operating area. 

Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses

SEAD is an activity that neutralizes, destroys or temporarily
degrades surface-based enemy air defenses by destructive and/or
disruptive means. The level of SEAD effort is determined by the
threat level and the degree to which the threat must be reduced.
SEAD during the attack phase of a DAS mission may not be
enough. It may be necessary to destroy or disrupt all or parts of an
enemy’s integrated air defense system throughout the period of
DAS aircraft operations. 

Effective Communications and Early Warning

Threat cueing provided to aircrew by surface or airborne systems
is critical to prevent friendly losses and fratricide. Detection of
the threat system and changes to the friendly scheme of maneuver
must be communicated to DAS aircrew as expeditiously as
possible. This will aid in attacking time sensitive targets and aid
in preventing fratricide by providing situational awareness. Due
to the long range to some targets, AI missions may be conducted
without direct communication with the MACCS. Therefore, it is
important that ACE commander’s plan include coordinating with
external assets such as Airborne Warning and Control System
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(AWACS) platforms to provide appropriate threat cueing and
direction for Marine DAS missions.

Favorable Weather

Favorable visibility improves aircrew effectiveness regardless of
the type of aircraft flown. The ACE commander determines the
worst weather conditions (minimum ceiling and visibility) in
which DAS missions can be conducted based on regulations,
aircraft and equipment limitations, and aircrew experience.
Weather conditions worse than those considered as the minimum
will significantly degrade the ability to perform DAS. 

Weaponeering

Weaponeers must identify the proper weapons load, fuze settings,
and delivery parameters to achieve desired effects on target.
Cluster and general-purpose munitions are very effective against
troops and stationary vehicles. However, hardened, mobile or
pinpoint targets may require specialized weapons, (laser-guided,
electro-optical or IR munitions) or aircraft with special
equipment or capabilities. Chapter 2 discusses the planning for
target destruction via DAS aircraft. 

Aircrew Skill

DAS execution is complex. Aircrew skill can have a major
impact on mission success. Maintaining a high degree of
proficiency requires aircrew practice and extensive training with
current tactics and all available weapon systems.
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SUMMARY

DAS provides the MAGTF commander the flexibility, respon-
siveness, and depth to fight the single battle concept. DAS is vital
to maneuver warfare, due to aviation’s flexibility, responsiveness,
and range. The MAGTF commander employs DAS as AI, AR,
and SCAR to impose his will on enemy forces and shape the bat-
tlespace for future operations. Effective DAS operations depend
on air superiority, weaponeering, battlespace threat level, intelli-
gence, favorable weather, SEAD, and aircrew skill. Through the
appropriate use of DAS, the ACE can provide the MAGTF com-
mander with a potent main effort or an effective force multiplier
that can have demoralizing and devastating effects on the enemy.


